NEW THIS SEMESTER – for Spring 2018

NEW TECH ELECTIVES:

Computer Science
CS 423 – Operating Systems Design
CS 498 – Special Topics count as tech electives
    CS AL1 – Digital Forensics II
    CS 498 AML – Applied Machine Learning, also an advanced computing elective
    CS 498 DL – Theory II
    CS 498 MS3/MS4 – Parallel Algorithms
    CS 498PS3/PS4 – Audio Computing Lab
    CS 498 SL3; SL4 – Virtual Reality
    CS 498 TC3; TC4 – Computational Geometry

Electrical and Computer Engineering
ECE 498 LV3/LV4 – Network Science: Dynamics and Flow
ECE 498 DSE – Data Science and Analytics for Engineering Applications (this is a new course, it may be delayed appearing on Course Explorer)

Industrial Engineering
IE 420 – Financial Engineering

NEW ECE COURSE:
    ECE 345 – Innovation and Engineering Design (formerly ECE 498 PSC)

Reminder:
CARE – CENTER FOR ACADEMIC RESOURCES IN ENGINEERING

There are many 100- and 200-level courses in Math, Physics, ECE and more! CARE is located on the fourth floor of Grainger Library. Go to http://publish.illinois.edu/engineering-care/ for more information.